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NEWSPAPERS CONFISCATED.
Ban Diego, Calif., April 2. The

axon

CITY EDITION.

LOCAL

ELECTIONS

STUDY ORPHANAGE
Clinton, S. C, April 2.

MATTERS

The orphan
age superintendents of the states of
north and South Carolina, Georgia and
Florida met today in annual session
at the ThornweJl orphanage near this
city and will devote three days to the
discussion and study of various matters and problems of interest to officials in charge of orphan asylums.

BATTLE

FOR THE

lice hare confiscated numerous copies of the San Francisco Bulletin of
March 30 which contained a full page
article headed " 'Gag) Law vs. Free
Speech in San Diego.' " Fifteen men
were arrested late yesterday while
engaged in telling the papers. Fourteen of them were released later.
Chief of PoJfce Wilson said the BulARE
BILL TO AMEND
SENATORS
INTERSTATE letin had been placed by the author- MUNICIPALITIES ARE CHOOSING COAST l.ZAGJr. BEGINS SEASON MEXICAN REBELS ATTACK FEDNEW MEXICO
GRANT NOT ILL.
San Francisco, April 2. The Paci
OFFICERS
TO CONDUCT
COMMERCE LAW IS FAVORities hero in the same category with
SWORN IN AFTER PRESENT-INERALS AND AN ARTILLERY
Washington, April 2. There is no
fic Coast Baseball league started the
of
two
other
sale
publications, the
THEIR AFFAIRS.
ABLY REPORTED.
CREDENTIALS.
official record In the war department
DUEL BEGINS.
season of UI.2 today, Vernon apwhich has been forbidden. Both are
of the reported illness of Major Genat
Sacramento for the initial
pearing
organs of the Industrial Workers of
eral Frederick D. GranL He Is now NO
CHARGES FOR TRANSFERS the World, one published at Newcas- MILWAUKEE'S DOUBLE STUNT contest, Portland playing at Los An MADERO'S FORCES ARE SMALL
CATRON GETS THE LONG TERM on
ordinary leave of absence and the
geles, and Oakland in San Francisco
tle, Pennsylvania, and the other at
office
has not
The schedule provides for a season
surgeon general's
THE BEER CITY WILL ELECT CITY of 212 games, with October 27 as the THE IN8URRECT08 HAVE LARGE
FE DRAWS granted or recommended sick leave. COMPANIES WOULD BE OBLIGED Seattle.
SANTA
8 AGE
OF
last
the
for
that
is
a
It
however,
LOTTO
fact,
TRAN8P0RT PACKAGES
OFFICIALS AND NATIONclosing date.
LUCKY NUMBER IN THE
ARMY OF DETERMINED
Written By Staff Man.
circulatrumors
been
have
fortnight
ON FIXED RATE8.
DELEGATES.
AL
TERY FOR TENURES.
2
TROOPERS.
San Francisco, April
The Bulletin
NEW8PAPER
CHANGES
HANDS
ing here coming from New York.
of
on
the
confisca
New
today
2.
commenting
York, April
Announcement
General (irant's headquarters, that he
tion of issues of that paper of March
WOMAN RUNNING FOR MAYOR was made today of the purchase of GENERALOROZCO IS CONFIDENT
FALL GETS THE SHORT TERM is suffering from a serious ailment MINIMUM CHARGE IS NAMED
30, by the San Diego police, 'ays:
an interest in the Sdltor and Publishof his throat.
"The copies of the Bulletin which
er, a newspaper publication, by James
NOTHING LESS THAN TEN CENTS were confiscated at San Diego con- SUFFRAGI8T IN COLORADO TOWN Wright Brown,
HIS RIGHT TO A SEAT WILL EXgeneral manager of BELIEVE8 FALL OF THE BECHANNEL
WOMAN
CROSSES
TO BE ACCEPTED FOR
tained a Btory written for the paper
THE
OF
ASPIRE8 TO WIELD THE -- the Fourth estate and formerly treasPIRE IN MARCH
LEAGUERED CITY WILL OCurer and a director of the Louisville
London, April 2. The first woman
by one of its staff writers whe was
SERVICES.
COMING YEAR.
GAVEL.
CUR 8HORTLY.
to cross (the hcannel from England to
Herald. Jacob B. Schale, founder and
sent specially to San Diego to inves
France as a passenger in an aero
former president, it was announced.
tigate conditions there. He was in
Washington,. April 2. The house structed to make a fair
Milwaukee, April 2. The greatest retains an interest in the
Washington, April 3. Tto four plane made the trip today. She
Jimenez, Mex., April 2. The batand
publication
impartial
new senators from Arizona ami .New
Gustave Hamel, the avia- Interstate and foreign commerce com- report thereon, and the Bulletin has struggle for votes in years began in but will retire from the management tle for possession of the important
Mexico were sworn into office at tor, who left I tendon at 9:38, passed mittee today reported favorably a bill reason to
6
believe that his mission was Milwaukee at o'clock when the polls which will betaken over by Mr. Brown city of Parral began this morning.
2:10 p. m. today. The credential of Dover tit in illitiide of 2.'00 feet at to amend the law giving the interstate
for the election of a munici- who has been elected president.
opened
General Campa posted his men in the
faithfully performed."
Senators Catron and Fall of New 10:50 o'clock and landed f Saint
eommercj commission authority over
pal ticket, board of aldermen and delhills near the city and an artillery
Mexico were presented respeccreiy
rt to li southeast of Cape Gris-nez- , express companies. Provision would
PRIMARY TURNED DOWN
egates to the republican and demo
duel began. The city is defended by
be made for rate zones, the charges
at noon, without incident.
national conventions. Non SERIOUS INUNDATION
by Senators Warren of Wyoming and
St. Paul, Minn., April 2. The presi- cratic
Generals Soto and Villa with a federal
varying according o the distance the dential preferential primary plan was partisans are endeavoring to displace
Smith of Michigan, and Smith and
force estimated at 400 men. Campa's
package was carried from the point turned down at a meeting of the state the socialists' city administration and
Ashurst of Arizona by Senators Shive-lcolumn is fully twice as strong. GenPREDICTED
DY
BUREAU
of origin.
o? Indiana and Culberson of Texas. NEGRESS
republican central committee here to- followers of Taft and La Follette,
eral Orozco takes the capture of the
LEADER
OF
A close working arrangement also day. On a motion to table a resolu- and Wilson and Clark are
Senators Catron and Ashurst were
fighting
city for granted, and sent a repair
would Ue provided between the ex tion providing for the plan the vote for representation at the national con- AUTHORITIES
chosen to serve until 1917; Fall until
AT
WASHINGTON crew after the troops
today to build a
ISSUE WARNING TO MISSIS1913 and Smith until 1915.
A MURDEROUS CULT press companies and the rural free de- stood: Aye 28; nay 7; not voting 2. ventions.
temporary track around a destroyed
SIPPI RIVER TOWNS.
The senate today became a body of
livery system of the postoffice deculvert.
An unusually heavy vote in Mil96 members, New Mexico and Arizona
OFFER NO RESISTANCE
partment. The bill would govern the
General Luis Fernandez with 800
waukee and in most sections of the
The most serious flood condition men was
San Francisco, April 2. Olaf Tveit-moe- , state caused local
transportation of packages not excontributing the four additional sen- WHOLESALE KILLING
sent south today to Escalon
newspapers
today
BLACKS
OF
today was reported
and E. A. Clancy, California to declare that
from Hickman, in the
ator. Thomas B. Catron and Albert
ceeding eleven pounds in weight and
of which place it has
IN THE SOUTH DUE TO HER
Mayor Seidel and the
vicinity
where the waters of the Mississ- been
B. Fall of New Mexico republicans,
with a valuation of $80 or less. No labor leaders Indicted in Indianapolis socialists were
the
Milwaukee Ky.,
rumored that a federal force
losing
TEACHINGS
and M. M. Smith and H. F. Ashurst
allowance would be made for the ex- on a charge of complicity in a nation- municipal election and that La Fol- ippi river broke through the levees, from Torreon has been seen.
of Arizona democrats, were the new
pense of transfer from one express al dynamiting conspiracy, will no, lette and Wood row Wilson were lead- placed a portion of the town under
LaFayette, La., April 2. -- Clementine
feet of water and made home-.smembers to take the oath on the dias
to another. The rates would fight extradition. They appeared be ing in the state
company
Will Protect Americans.
presidential preferen- eight
neg-resBarnabet, a "half blood"
fore United Staites
in front of the vice president's chair.
2,000
as
fixed
follows:
Commissioner
be
persons.
tial primary. Twenity-tw- o
thousand
told a story here today that the
2. President
Washington,
April
Two ballot lioxes have ben drafted
No accurate estimate of the damBetween any tto points tn the Krull here today and gave bond for votes out of a total registration of
Taft
authorities
police
today
as
say
they
accept
promised
Representative
into use for !tbe lottery determination
their appearance for4trial in Indiana- 82,000 had been cast, in Milwaukee age from floods In various parts of
Garner of Texas, to take up with the
flearing the mystery vailing the kill-in- United States more than 2,000 miles polis the
in Oetohrr.
the country during the last week is war
ft the 'nRthK of tW senatorial
8:30 o'clock.
"eforp
apart, 12 cents per bundrelt; not
ra
T
department the question of pro
of 20 iicgroes Jn southwest
r
i
available, but. It is known that it will toction for citizens of Del
terms, following their induction into
miles apart, le cents;
more
than
2,000
and
is
Rio, Tex is.
it
which,
said,
gave rlus
office.
Each ballot box contains a
aggregate many hundreds of thou on the Mexican border. Mr.
not more than 1,200 miles apart, sevGarner
will
fix
that
for
15
Bond
for
the
Issue.
other
Voting
guilt
sands of dollars. So enormous, inbank and a numbered slip, the Aripresented letters and telegrams from
of blacks
in en cents; not more than 800 miles
night assassinations
Chicago, April 2. At the municipal deed, has
zona senators drawing in alphabeticbeen the damage that officials of the town
apart, five cents; not more than COO
Louisiana and Texas.
election being held today voters will President Taft
showing their
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
al order from one box and the New
today sent a message alarm over conditions south of Del
between
and
four
cents,
miles
apart,
From
it
Clementine's
36
select
story
appears
aldermen
and
on
bond
senouter.
pass
to congreess urging the immediate apThe
Mexicans from the
led a mysterious negro omit, the points 250 miles apart, two cents per
issues' aggregating $10,000,000 for the propriation of a half million dollars Rio and asking aid.
in each case will she
ator drawing No.
that
merribers of which performed
the pound. It is provided, however,
construction of an outer harbor, bath- to be used in
serve until March 3, 1917. In a separstrengthening tho levin
Washington, April 2. Senate:
rites of "human sacrifice." Thvi no express company shall he compellFederal Repel Rebels.
ing beaches and other improvements. ees along the Mississippi and Missouri
ate ballot box will be placed No. 2
2
m.
session
p.
Del
17 of the ed to accept for transportation anydeclared
killed
Rio,
negrepg
she
Texas, April 2. The MexiThere is a spirited contest between rivers.
and No. 3 which the remaining two
Senators-elec- t
Smith and Ashurst
can" federal scouts from las Vegas,
at a charge less than 10 cents.
own hands.
victims
with
her
thing
the
2
to
of
serve
until
supporters
senators draw. No.
Mayor Harrison and
No loss of life was reported as a
of Arizona and Fall and Catron of
The police declare Clementine told
friends of National Democratic Com- result of the floods, but serious con- opposite Del Rio, repulsed a band of
March 3, 1915 and No. 3 until March
New
took
oath
Mexico,
office.
of
her story of wholesale slaughter with
revolutionists In a skirmish Sunday
3, 1913.
Cotton buyers opposed before agri- mitteeman Roger C. Sullivan in near- ditions were reported from Cairo, 111.,
no apparent apprehension
the
that
but lost several men killed and
night
term
a
No.
for
while
3,
ward.
ly every
Lottery prize
Memphis and southeastern Missouri. wounded and
of human life was a crime. POSSES MAKING STRONG cultural committee bill to regulate sellall their horses. The
for less than one year, might prove taking
There
was
little
disorder
at
At
Cairo the river gauge registered
polling
ing of cotton futures.
Without
reservation
she
seven
told
rebels
left
her
dead on the field.
Senator-elecpart
t
all.
the luckiest after
General Edwards, insular bureau places. One man was arrested in a 53.5 feet, 1.3 feet higher than previous The federals then came to
Las Vegas
Catron so regards it. This term would in the 35 assassinations but declined EFFORT TO CATCH ALLEN
West
side
precinct charged with hav- records, and many citizens there have
chief, told finance committee free
to reveal the names of members of
and summoned medical aid from Del
voted
expire during the same session of the
under
the
ing
name
a
of
man
abandoned their regular employment
sugar would bankrupt Porto Rican
Rio.
who died several months ago. The to devote themselves to
legislature that elected at this time the mysterious cult that helped her.
growers.
strengthening
The
murders
have
been
The revolutionists several days ago
BELIEVcommitted
HOUSE
KILLERS
COURT
thus possibly insuring fihe return of
election
was
commission
city
appeal- the levees.
on Cummins bill to
Majority
report
robbed
American cattlemen on the
the same man for ithe full term of six in the last year. As one series of
IN
ED TO BE SURROUNDED
ed to in several places to compel the
The Mississippi
has spread over
give independent tobacco companies
killings was added to another in difMexican
side and threatened death to
years.
and
clerks
of election to per- the lowlands of southeastern Missouri
judges
FANCY GAP MOUNTAINS
right to appeal to the supreme court mit
ferent towns of southwest ijouisiana
those who undertook to protect their
of
to
factions
challengers
remain
and Governor Hadley has been asked
of the United States federal decrees
and southwest Texas, tne at.thortfieh
After the battle Sunday
interests.
at polls.
to send a regiment of the National
2.
A
the
of
second
Va.,
the
American
Hillsville,
approving
April
origin
one
concluded
mind
Todirected all.
threatened to attack Las Vegas.
PROHIBITION V01E0 ON
they
Guard to assist flood sufferers there.
aay tne negress confessed she wa, attempt to run down Sidna Allen and Tobacco company, contends that conLocal Issues in Colorado.
Rains aggravated
the situation at
be- - gress has no right to intervene from
with
bloodhounds
Edward
Wesley
the
head of the cult that is
IN SEVERAL CITIES knowndirecting
Denver, Colo., April 2. Municipal Memphis, but the levees in that dis- TAFT WOULD STOP THE
as the "Church of the Sacrifice. gan today when the dogs were car-- ) the decree.
Wool tariff bill
which has for itB feature creed the ried to a new trail in Fancy Gap
passed by house elections today in many towns of Col- trict remained intact. At Kansas City
Ibelief that by life sacrifice alone section of the Blue Ridge, near Floyd yesterday referred to senate finaaje orado are confined chiefb- to local the rivers continued to rise but fair
IMPENDING OVERFLOW
MUNICIPAL
ELECTIONS
WERE
Issues. At Sheridan, a suburb of weather prevails and all immediate
Allen's home.
Positive information committee.
may a person gain immortality.
HELD TODAY ALL OVER
flood
of
has
the
who
men
are
that
to
believed
a
danger
passed.
Denver,
woman's
ticket
headed
bill carrying
by
Army appropriation
Before engaging jn any of thes
NEW MEXICO.
have played the leading parts in the $95,314,711 reported.
Mrs. Lydia Gallagher for mayor, is
crimes Clementine aimea
herseli
ASKS CONGRESS FOR AN APPROGreatest Flood In History.
were
pie Igjed to"
Adopted Lodge resolution request- running on a platform
with a "voodoo" which she got from Carroll court, house shooting
PRIATION TO RELIEVE FLOOD
Santa Fe, N. M., April 2. Twenty-nin2.
In a special
seen in that section yesterday had ing president to furnish all informa- wipe out the roadhouses and make the
Washington, April
CONDITIONS
of the 31 incorporated municipal- a icoiuci mm wuicu sue ana otnevj been brought o the deteotivee by tion
forecast
weather
the
bureau
today
regarding reported Japanese ac- town dry. The independent ticket,
members
of her band were assured.1
New
Mexico
are
ities of
today voting Mvould
Scipio Gray and Alexander McGraw, tivity at Magdalena Bay, Lower
headed by Charles Lawton for rrayor, experts here predicted the floods in
protect them from the law. residents of the
Washington, April 12. President
for town officers. In no instance are
neighborhood.
favors a continuance of present con- the lower Mississippi valley would be Taft
While
exact
the
reason
murfor
the
today took action to bend ithe
party lines strictly drawn. In
the greatest in history. Heavy rains
d
Senator Root presented New York ditions.
Every available man had been
ders is not explaineclto the satisfac-of the government toward
energies
a
and
Portales, Farmington,
to join the outlaw hunters at (produce exchange committee's resoAt Manitou the republican ticket on the Tennessee. Cumberland and
tion
of the authorities, it is believed- the
threatened floods In the
stopping
few Other places, prohibition is the
Volunteer Gap, 13 miles from here, lution
action headed by William Lennon Is oppos- lower Ohio watersheds have caused Missouri and Mississippi river valurging
retaliatory
Clementine
and
her
were
companions
dominant Issue. In Albuquerque, the
where Sidna Allen and Wesley Ed- against British West. Indies on ac- ed by a citizen's ticket with D. I), the Mississippi to rise rapidly. At
and lhat Their weakened
Following conferences with
segregation of the red light district degenerates
wards are believed to have been lo- count of their prospective reduction Escher for mayor.
Cairo, 111., a stage of 54.5 feet is pre: leys.
brains
were
Stimson, General Blxby,
affected
the
evidently
Secretary
by
Is an important Issue; in Santa Fe,
cated. Sergeant White and Corporal of duty on Canadian flour.
In western slope it owns the prlnct dieted' for Wedneesday with a possiiof of enginers and several senators
exhortations
in
had
heard
the
they
56 feet in four or five days.
the progressive republicans have
House:
Met at noon.
peJ issue Is local option. At Altman. bility of
Church of the Sacrifice." The grand
and congressmen from states border.
,
Z.
President Taft In message, urged the highest incorporated city in he At Memphis a stage of 44 feet is prejoined with the democrats in opposwill
woman
is
it
indict
the
ing these two great streams, he sent
said,
jury,
ed the fugitives have been cornered Immediate appropriation of $500,000 world, Sam Thompson is candidate dicted in five or six days with posing the republican ticket.
a
message ito congress urging the im
The weathej is ideal. An unusually immediately.
and news of their capture is expected to strengtlien levees on Mississippi for mayor, there
a highe stage if the levees
being no party sibly
mediate
Most of the :t5 assassinations were
appropriation of $500,000 to
any moment.
hold.
and Missouri rivers to prevent further ticket.
large vote is being polled. Yesterday
be used in the strengthening of the
in
famithe
of
accomplished
killing
discomflood damage.
in election in all the rural school
The house river and harbors
levees and it vying to prevent further
Interstate commerce commission
tricts held and women voted for he lies of three and four members at
mittee favorably reported the bill of flood da mag
The resident will use
one time. In every instance the murHeavy Vote in Kansas City.
MEXICANS MAKE PROTEST
Ransuall of Louisifirst time.
favorably reported a bill to amend
Representative
of
the
nation, if granted
part
was
committed at night. The po-Kansas City, Mo., April w. Fair ana
In but few districts, however, did der
providing for an emergency fund bv congress, in destroying a huge Ice
Ray, Ariz., April 2. Two thousand interstate commerce law and provide
lice
determined
Clemenfrom
today
weather brought out a heavy early of $350,000 for the strengthening and
rate zones for express companies.
women vote to any extent. At Wagon
gorge In the Missouri river between
tine's story that the religious fanat- Mexicans attended a mass mee'lng
Steel trust investigating committee vote today in the election to choose construction of government levees Yankton and
Mound, Mora county, they, did not go
Vermillion, S. D.
to
here
last
ics
took
of
the
a
night
protest against
cottage
possession
decided not to hold open its hearings an entire city ticket, including a may- along the Mississippi, Missouri and
to the polls until Just before closing
a
time and by that ruse succeeded in owned by person marked for slaugh- bill pending in the Arizona legisla to receive the testimony of J. Pier or and 24 councllmen. Mayor Darius Ohio rivers wherever deemed neces- DEDICATE NEW HIGH SCHOOL
a bloody orgy followed. ture that wouid exchuu
and
ter
that
A. Brown, candidate for
pont Morgan.
electing for school director Edgar W.
sary. It was passed unanimously by
Spokane, Wash., April 2. Hundred's
So far as can be determined none of8peakjU! ,VCrkmen f.cm
Is opposed by Henry L. Jost, demo the house.
in
a
over
Mott
introduced
Representative
Howe,
engaging
progressive republican,
of
alumni and alumnae of Spokane's
the cult suffered death n any of the underground labor in this state. The bill to
prohibit premium certificates crat.
Miguel Garcia republic .
high school and noted educators from
ceremonies of sacrifice The myster- - majority of the Mexicans were born in with tobacco
Probably two thirds of ithe registerIce Gorge Causes Floods
vartou.-- cities in the northwest have
products.
v- lous Killings instilled terror vp
Arizona and tbey denounced the pro-erRiver and harbor committee decid- ed vote was cast in the residence disMont.,
April
Bilings,
arrived here ft attend
the formal
negro in south Louisiana and posed measure as being contrarv tf. ed to report favorably Representative tricts before noon.
JOINS GUN TOTERS
from Basin, Wyoming, today
state dedication here tomorrow of the Lewis
In
2.
Texas.
communities
A.
south
G. Palen,
many
the provisions under which Mexico Ransdell's bill appropriating $350,000
Globe, Ariz., April
for our that an ice gorge below that town and Clark high school building, which
"This means victory
assistant superintendent of a smelter blacks would not stir from their ceded this section of th- country to for strengthening levees in Mississip- ticket by 3,000 majority," said the has caused the Big Horn river to cost
$500,000 and Is considered by exhere, left Globe today for Stockholm, homes at night and doors of negro the United Spates. They sent a
pi, Missouri and Ohio rivers.
manager of the republican campaign. overflow inundating a laree tract of perts Ithe ibest equipped and most
for moleration in yiw measure
Sweden, to Joint the Swedish pistol cabins that never before had been
"We will win by 4,000 majority,"
Agricultural committee hegaa bearmodern high school building in the
team at the Olympic games.
known to be locked were barred.
t Governor Punt and 0M legislature. ing on Beall cotton bill.
said the democratic manager.
(Continued on Pr.ge Four).
northwest.
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Executioner of
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THE COUNTES8 ESCAPED
Berlin, April 2. A motor car belonging to John G. A. Lelshman, United States ambassador to Germany, in
which his daughter, the Countess
was driving,
Louis De Gontauth-Birowas badly damaged in a collision with
a taxlcab last night. None of its occupants was injured. The passengers In the taxlcab were bruised.
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COMMISSION GEIS
MONEY

FOR

STATE
CORPORATION

BOARD HAS TURN

ED OVER 99,000 IN

THREE

MONTHS.

Santa Fe, N. M., Aprt! 2 More
than 99,000 in lease than th'eo
month la the revenue turned over to
the state treasurer oy tne state corThe amount
poration commission.
turned over today was 99,170.15, of
which 96,313 was for Insurance fees
for the first quarter of the year, and
92,857,15,
Incorporation fees since
January 18.
Delegates Appointed.
The following were appointed dele
gates this morning by Governor W.
C. McDonald:
Dr. L. S. Peters. Silver City, Southwestern
Conference
on Tuberculosis at Waco, Texts,
April 16; William G. Haydon, Las
Vegas, National Old Trails Road con-ventlon at Kansas City, Mo., April

The highest point of woman's happiness is reached only through motherhood, In the clasping of her child
within her arms. Tet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering incident to Its consummation.
But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and In Mother's
Friend Is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It Is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and sooth,
lng effect on those portions of the
It Is Intended to
system involved.
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother In the
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
It brings about after baby comes.
Mother's
Friend
Is for Bale at

store
drug
Write for our

free book for
expectant moth
ers which contains much valuable
Information, and many suggestions of
'Pftl nature.
BI AD FIELD IEC0UTM CO..

18.

Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received this morning in the office
Of State Treasurer O. N.
Marron; F.
W. Clancy, attorney general, salary
fund. 9131.75; Bugenio Romero, treasurer of San Miguel county, taxes,
$715.69; William B. Stapp, district
court fees, 9173.06; Charles D. Miller,
state engineer, good roads fund

become assistant
superintendent on
April IS.
Escaped Convict Returned.
Warden J. R McManus of the state
penitentiary was in Colorado the latter part of last week to bring bacU to
Santa Fe Thomas Armijo, who was
serving a four years' term for burglary from San Miguel county and
made his escape on November 2",
1910.
Armijo was caught at Pueblo.
Warden McManus ran over to Canon
City and Inspected the penitentiary of

Gov-eern-

g

S

I

THE WHOLE STORE IS RADIAN WITH BRIGHT

rado convicts have been doing in tne
construction of roads

NEW MERCHANDISE NOW MARKED AT

MAKERS OF COTTON GOODS MEET
Washington, D. G, April 2. One
thousand manufacturers
of cotton
goods, representing many sections of

the country, were on hand this morn
lng when the American Cotton Manu
facturers' Association began its six
teenth annual convention at the Ral
eigh hotel In this city. The meeting
win iasi inree uays. most important
of the subjects which will come be
fore the association will be the report
of the special committee appointed to
investigate the effects that the proposed tariff changes may have on the
cotton industry.
President
Ellison A. Smyth, of
Greenville, S. C, called the gathering
to order at 10 o'clock this morning
and delivered his annual address.
Other speakers and their topic at the
initial session included: secretary
Charles Nagel of the department of
commerce and labor, "Work of the
Bureau of Manufactures"; D B- - Cok-er- ,
Hartsville, S. C "Growirg Long
Staple Cotton on the U plane's"; G.
M. Stickney, of the General Electric
company, "Illuminating
Engineering
Dr. W. D. Hunter, of
the department of agriculture, "The
Government's Efforts to Check the
Spread of the Cotton Boli Weevil,"
and Edward C. Suffern, of New
York, "A Trip to Africa and the Red
Sea District In Connection With tlie
American Cotton Goods Trade."
Three Important addresses will be
made at tomorrow morning's session,
as follows: John Barrett, director genunion,
eral of the
"Central and South American Market
for Cotton Goods"; J. E. Sirrine,
Greenville, S. C, "Modern Mill Construction," and George W. Melville,
president of the New York cotton exchange, "The New York Cotton Exchange."
The members and guests of the association will be received by President Taft at the White House tomorrow afternoon.
Reports of various
committees and officers will be heard
at the concluding session Thursday
morning.
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the state of Colorado, and also the
splendid road work that the Colo-

Las Vegas, '260 shares; George E.
Johnson, East Las Vegas, 2o0 shares;
Morris Greenberger, East Las Vegas,
250 shares; Herbert W. Clark, East
l.as Vegas, 250 shares.
Matthew Dairy and Supply Cj.
The Matthew Dairy and Sup? y
Company of Albuquerque this morning filed articles of incorporation
Wia the state corporation commis9305.05.
sion. As its name indicates the comGood Roads Congress.
pany will supply milk and its products
The New Mexico Good Roads con- to the city of
Albuquerque. Thirty
gress will open on Wednesday even- - thousand dollars worth of capital
lng next at 8 o'clock, in the hall of stock has been issued and alt of it
representatives In the capitol. All has been paid up, the artie'fcr declare.
members of the legislature are mem- The stock has been divided into 300
bers of the congress, without further shares valued at 91,000 each. Roy O.
appointment, and it is hoped that, all Campbell has been designated statuwho are remaining in the city during tory agent The names of the Inthe present recess will be present.
corporators, their postofflce addresses
with the amount of capital stock subNotaries Public Commissioned.
The following were this morning scribed by each are: James E. Matcommissioned notaries public by
thew, Albuquerque, 112 shares; Clarw. C. McDonald: Julian Ortiz, ence H. Christ, Albtiqueniue, 94
Nambe, Santa Fe county; D. Cravez, shares; Roy O. Campbell, AlbuquerSan Mateo, Valencia county; J. C. que, 94 shares.
Artesla Canning Company.
Rex, Albuquerque, Bernalillo county;
The Artesla Canning Company of
Charles C. Henry, Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county; M. C. Logan, Orgon, Artesla, Eddy county, this morning
Dona Ana county; Bertolo Bustos, filed papers of incorporation with the
state corporation commission, deceiar-inSanta Cruz, Santa Fe county.
that they intended to conduct a
White Will Speak at Raton.
Alvan ft. White, state superintendgeneral canning and farm produce
ent of public Instruction, has accepted business under the charge of S. E.
an Invitation to speak at the high Gilbert, statutory agent. The factory
school at Raton on the subect of is capitalized at 910,000 divided into
"Equal Opportunities for pduca-tlon,- " 1,000 shares worth 910 each at par.
SOUTH'S .EDUCATION MEET.
April 6. It is the superintend- Five thousand dollars of the capital
ent's contention tha New Mexico's has been paid up. The names of the
Nashville, Tenn., April 2. The fifchildren have not an
opportun- subscribers to the capitatl
stock, teenth annual meeting of the "Conand
cannot
their
self
addresses
that
with
the ference for Education in the South'
postofflce
ity
government
be a success while this evil obtains. amount of stock held by each is hs will assemble in Nashville tomorrow
He will tell of the actual conditions follows: S. W. Gilbert, Artesla, 100 for a three days' session. This organ
in the rural districts and point out shares; E. B. Kemp,
Artesla, 100 ization, which was formed at Capon
U. P. White, Artesla, 100 Springs In 1898, isone of the most mii
possible remedies for the existing con- shares;
ditions.
shares; J. J. Clarke, Atesia, 100 que in the south. Its underlying idea
La Vegas Mica Corrpany.
shaes; Walte M. Daushety. Atesii. is to interest laymen in education as
This morning the state corporation 100 shaes. A cetificate of stockhold-e- s a civic responsibility. Within its
was filed.
commission filed the articles of in
membership are business men, proGovednor Goes of Carrlzozo.
fessional men, college men, and, in
corporation of the Las Vegas Mica
Governor McDonald who ha3 been fact, men of nearly every walk of life.
company, a concern that Intends to
do a general mining business. The 111 for the past few days, has gone to Affiliated with it are several organi
principal office will be located in Las his ranch at Carrizozo to recuperau-- . zations of educators, which hold their
New Assistant Superintendent.
Vegas.
Capital stock to the amount
meetings at the same time and place
R. T. Dunbar, who came to Santa
of 950,000 has been issued divided
Among the prominent persons who
into 5,000 shares and declared to be Fe on March 18, from Canou City, have prepared addresses or papers
worth 910 at par a share. The names Colo., where he was an employe of for the present conference are: Presof the subscribers to the capital stock, the state penitentiary there, and who ident Robert C. Ogden of New York,
their postofflce addresses and the has been employed as yard master in Secretary of the Interior Walter L
amount of stock owned by each are the New Mexico penal Institution Fisher, Congressman Martin W. Litas follows: Edward E. Jahnson, East since that time, it is reported is to tleton of New York, St. Clair McKelj
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ESPECIALLY

ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

We do not know of the time we
la meet your
we

are right

have been splendidly

Easter needs quickly, satisfactorily

and

prepared
as

economically

now.

Months of planning and preparing resulted
in
Easter stocks that in point of beauty, completeness and low
price are
we
the best
have ever had the pleasure of showing.
All

the newest style

ideas, all the charming fashions in fashionable

wearing apparel, gloves, hosiery, neckwear, parasols and the like are here
in extensively large stocks

that offers most satisfying

part of it all, however, is the unusual

value-giving-

The best

Every section of the

.

iwe overflows with genuine economies :bat cannot
to buy.

choice.

That is the keynote of this Easter sale

fail to perouede you

MATCHTJCSSLY

LOW

PRICES.

These Values Are Certainly Worth
Looking IntoCome!

Suits, Coats and Dresses

Easter Millinery

new waists

In Excellent Varieties

Those who have not yet secured these Easter costumes should do so
If You choose your Easter
hat in this Sale you'll be getting at their earliest convenience, while the assortments are good.
SUITS of the newest and best designs ,well made from first class mait cheap and without sacrificing:
one bit of style or beauty. A terials, all desirable colors, $15.00 to $45.00.
COATS are unusually attractive this season and
superb gathering of beautiful
extremely popular.

creations to choose from. Each

Our line includes the most favored styles in a good variety of fabrics and

the product of the best metro- color. Prices are at the lowest level, $7.50 to $35.00.
politan artists and with a charm
DRESsJEB, this season, are more attractive,
and desirable than
and distinctiveness you won't usual. We have a beautiful assortment! of all dainty
the most approved styles
find in hats elsewhere.
in a great variety of fabrics, $3.50 to $35.00.
All

the newest most desirable
shapes and an excellent variety
from which to choose at prices
within the reach of all,

Las

Ve das' Load i no. Store

7

for easter

An unusually large and attractive variety of the newest
creations in Lingerie waists including round, square or high
neck models with either short
or full length sleeves, each $1.25
A good assortment of Lingerie waists including about 20 of
the most popular models, round
or high neck, rimmed with
Tucks, Lace and Embroidery,
good materials, best of styles,
1

each.

f

7

$i,75

Fancy Striped Messaline
waists in Tan, Blue and Black
and Pongee Waists, all trimmed
with heavy lace collars and cuffs
with neat
tie,
round neck, elbow sleeves,
each
$3,oo
Four-in-han- d

latablished

South iSidePlaja

1862

way of Brooklyn, President David F.

Houston of Washington Un:versity,
President S. C. Mitchell of the Uni
versity of South Carolina, Senator Joseph W. Bailey of Texas, President
Charles W. Dabney of the University
of Cincinnati, Bishop Thomas F. Gail-o- r
of Tennessee, and Jacob H. Dicfc
inson, former secretary of war.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

JEW8 OBSERVE

THE PASSOVER.
The one million Jews of Greater New York, in
common with their brethren the
world over, today
celebrated the
Feast of the Passover, or Pesach. It
Is the spring festival of the Jews, and
in ancient times was the first of the
three great pilgrim feasts, when the
people of Israel gathered from the remotest sections of the Holy Land and
went up to Jerusalem to offer their
thanks in the Temple. Tha festival
was ordained to commemorate the redemption of the children of Israel
from their bondage in the land of
Egypt, where they had been held as
slaves more than 400 years.
During the eight days of the celebration the place of bread in every
Jewish household is taken by a specially prepared and baked cake
known as "Matsos," consisting of
flour and water only, without any
leavening ingredient. It Is estimated
that more than 100,000 barrels of
flour are used in New York alone
making the "Matsos" for the annual
festival.
New York,

April 2.

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
tt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S s's
nature is on eai;u box. 25c.
UNLIMITED JOY FOR FANS
Chicago, April 2. The umpire's cry
of "play ball" in the far west today
ushers in the id 12 season of profes the Northwestern league April 16, the firs

The Woman's Tonic i
JGl

sional baseball and before the diamonds are abandoned next fall something like 20,000 scheduled contests
will have been won and lost. The
American association will be the next
to get under way, starting on April
10, one day earlier than the National
and American leagues, the Cotton
States and the Southern. The Texas
league will begin its season April 12,

International league and the South
AtlanOo league Aipril 18, the Southeastern league April 15, and the Western league and New England league
April 19. The lost week of April will
see the start in the Virginia league',
league, Ohio State
New York state, Connecticut and Central leagues and Carolina association.
The Blue Grass league will play its
Texas-Oklaho-

games on the first day of May
e
and the Central association,
and Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
organization
will start the same day. The follow
ing day will see the opening of thi
season for the Three-- I league and th
Western Canada league. The' South
era Michigan league season will begin
May 8, the Canadian league May 14,
the
league May 15,
the Appalachian league May 16, the
Trl-Stat-

"Kitty" league May 28, and the
v
league June L
BIRTHDAY

Mid-Coa- st

OF OLDEST RULER
Berlin, April 2. Duke George II, of
Saxe Meinnlngen, the oldest of European rulem, received congratulations today to his eighty-sixtbirthday anniversary. The duke was horn
in 1826 and came to the throne in
h

1835.

r
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Sensible Women Knew
Foundation of Health

swamp and overflowed lands. The
adoption by other states of a drain FORMER
LAS VEGAN
FOR
age law will immediately place them
and their citizens in a posltoln to take
advantage of the work of the national
DEAD IN DENVER
A
health talks 'to women become to her needs. It is far superior to commission.
Drainage reclamation
more general, both in the newspapers baits, cailiartic pills, waters, etc., is in progress In many states, but a )
Her Dearest Hopes Realized
this work is unrelated and large op- ROBERT F. HARDY
and on the platform the mass of whioh are netirely too violent.
CONDUCTED
Women should see to it that they erations are Impeded and In many
THE STOCKGROWER,
women are beginning to realize wharf
A CATHealth, Happiness
Three Times Indorsed Canadian
have at least one movement of the cases made impracticable because of
TLE PUBLICATION
the more cultivated
and Baby.
have aiwayB bowels each
laws."
Inadequate
and
when
day,
showing
KING CORN 18 BACKED OFF THE
known, that good health cannot be any tendency to constipation should
Plattsburg, Miss.
"Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's Agreement In Public Speeches.
Robert Forrester Hardy, formerly
MAP BY THE HUMBLE RED
has proved
found in a powder box. The exter-.KakVegetable
Compound
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin in
a resident of Las Vegas and
VEGETABLE.
proprie very beneficial to me, for now 1 am well
nals of Health may be obtained inline small dose prescribed. A brief
CAUSES MUCH DISEASE
tor and publisher of tlie Stockgrower, and have a sweet, healthy baby, and our
that way, but the basis of health lies use of it will so train the stomach Advice About Stomach Troubles and died
OEAL
ODE
TAFT.
8unday at his home in Denver. home is happy.
SQUARE
Chicago, April 2. With the arrival deper, and yet is
How t0 Relieve Them
just as easily o.viand bowel muscles that all forms of
" I was an invalid from nervous prosWhile a resident of Las Vegas Mr.
at the Chicago stock yards last week taaneo.
Do not neglert indigestion
medicine can be dispensed with.
which
issued one of the best livestock tration, indigestion and female troubles.
of the largest
steer
The most important thing that a These opinions are voiced bv thou- - mav ,oad to a11 rts of ills and corn- - Hardy
and cattlemen's papers in New MexNo Choic. a. BitwMn Candidate F.r
ever received there, another of the woman can do for
An
eminent physician ico. His office was on
herself, and aboitj sands of women, after personal ex- - Plications.
the
West
Prw.id.ncy on Thia lt.ua Roomv.U
side
many laurels long worn by King Corn which she is often most neglectful, is perience, among them Alta M.
Lilly. !once saidjhat 95 per cent of all the and his paper contained news of InterACo Declared Payn. Tariff Law
without a successful rival has been to watch the condition of her stoiti- - Kedwine,
of lne human body have (heir
Calif., and Mary A. Beebo,
est to the cattlemen of Colorado, New
Y.t Pa...d by Congrwaa.
snatched away by the humble sugar
and bowels. The weary eyea, the Sl Thomas, Nevada.
Sin In a disordered stomach.
Mexico, lexas and Arizona
Several!
beet. Recently an investigation con- bad breath, the frequent headache?,
Theodora Roosevelt Is on record
f),,r experience with Rextv!l Dyspep-th- i years
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
ago the Stockgrower was merg
ducted in Iowa showed that the net the pimples, the genera air of
throe times in public speeches as Inus
Tablets
leads
to
believe
them ed with the
remedy before buying ii in tne'8,a
Weekly Optic and Mr
dorsing the Canadian reciprocity nolIs nine times out of ten the regular way of a
profit to the farmer from the growing
druggist at 50 cents'10 M among the most doieridabl riaray removed to Denver. The Denle; of President Taft. This issue la
of beets was far in excess of the result of constipation or indigestion, or one dollar a
In-a
known
remedies
for the mIM f
ver Republican has the following aclarge bottle can have
now dead through the failure of Canyield secured from the same land in or both. Many simple remedies can
sample sent to the home free of '"eetfion and chronic Jyspormia. Their count of his death:
ada to ratify the trade agreement on
corn. Now it appears that the tops be obtained, but the best in the esti- charge by simply
" I think I suffered every pain a woman the ground that the United States
addressing Dr. w. insTed'ents are soothimj and healinp
Robert F. Hardy, president of the
and pulp of the tubers are superior mation of most women is Dr. Cald- B. Caldwell, 406 Washington St., Mon- - to the inflamed membranes of the
couia Detore 1 began taking Lydia E. would derive the greatest benefit from
Mercantile
company, for Pinkham's
to the great western staple as a food well's Syrup Pepsin. It is mild, pleas-na- t tioelk), HL Your name and address rtomachThe,y are rich in Pepsin, mer
Vegetable Compound, and I its provisions. The fact remains, howpublisher of the Sikigrowier, think it saved
this baby's life, as I lost ever, that the farmers of the country
one of the- greatest digestive aids at
to the taste and exactly suited on a postal card will do.
for live stock for the giant steer
Las Vegas, N. M., and a newspa my nrst one.
are not generally aware that Mr.
known to medicine. The relief they
that tipped the stock yard's scales
per man well known in at. Ixmis,
" My health has been very good ever Roosevelt ao thoroughly approved of
afford
is
very prompt. Their use wtth where he was
at a higher figure than any previousconnected with the since, and I praise your medicine to all Canadian reciprocity when lt was a
many young men, not a small percent-- ! Mexico by a Chicago attorney, Robert presistency
and regularity for a short Globe Democrat in the time
ly recorded there for an animal com
of
which
are expert and fancy J. Kerr, who speaks Spanish with the time tends to
of "Little my friends." Mrs. Verna WILKES, R, live issue. Canadian reciprocity was
tage
biting asVout a cessation Joe" McCulousrh.
voted for by Republicans and DemoF. D. No. 1, Plattsburg, Miss.
ing direct from the range was
hi
at
dirl
riders and can charge down a street same facility as English. Curiously of ithe
The darkest days of husband and wife crats alike when It was before Conon the
pains caused by stomach dis- - 1025 East Tweniv-flra- t
of sugar
n
aartv
Venue
a riot, clearing It and dodge enough the three codes of law of the orders.
are when they come to look forward to gress, and as between Mr. Roosevelt
beets. His weight was over 2,500 during
brick-bat- s
A complication a childless and
yesterday mo ning.
and coupling pins with disturbed republic, which include in ' Rexall
and Mr. Taft In the present campaign
lonely old age.
Dyspepsia Tablets help to of diseases ro :sed death. Mr.
pounds and he came from Montana, perfect
Hardy
all 7269 articles, never have been in- insure healthy appetite, to aid
impunity.
Many a wife has found herself incapa- for the Republican nomination for
diges- was 50 years old.
from the near vicinity of one of the
ble of motherhood owing to some de- president there is no choice on thia isBitter Case Decided.
dexed in the 28 years since the adop- tion, and thus promote nutrition. As
beet sugar factories recently estabMr. Hard was born in Sit.- - Louis. rangement of the feminine system, often sue.
The remarkable
bargain of the tion of the codes. The Mexican law- - evidence of our sincere faith in Rex- He was well known
In connection with his public utlished in that state. The tops of the
there for many curable by the proper remedies.
all Dyspepsia Tablets, we ask you to
In many homes once childless there terances on the tariff Mr. Roosevelt
beets and the pulp after the sugar state of Texas with the Parwells of yers have had to rely upon their
1
years
moved to New Mexico when
a $5,000,000 capitol build-- ! memory of all the articles in all three try them at our risk. If they do not tihat
had been extracted were thrown out Chicago for
state Was a wild and mnrh are now children because of the fact has also joined President Taft in sayIn performing this huge task give you entire satisfaction, we will
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boring range and it
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of fraud made by one of the English them In the other language, it mil cents, 50 cents, and $1.00.
Remem
be opened, read and answered by a and Mr. Roosevelt are both now com
A few years ago Mr.
only was the size of this Montana
Hardy moved woman
and held in strict confidence. mitted to the tariff commission plan of
of a $5,000,000 company necessary to study each article 10 ber, you can obtain them only at our to
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nothing
ed republican state committee which
Tljnes.
to neutralization of the Phil
looking
the
Americans
o
met hare for organization as pre unpleasant happened
became accustomed to the military Ippine Islands and providing for ul
CATHOLICS IN UNITED STATES. scribed by the new primary law. The
display and rather enjoyed the ride of timate. independence, introduced by
Renders Official Catholic Direc- other officers also were
.Tones of Virginia,
90 miles, though it occupied six hours. Rpresenative
tory says that the Catholic population The committee ratified the selection The train
were
ordered
a
favorably reported rtoday
through
magnifiof the United States is 15,015,509 of Nicholas Murray Butler as tempo- cent fertile passed
the
house
committee on insular
by
where
country,
neglected
and of New Mexico 140,573. There are rary chairman of the state convention land can be
Democratic members of the
for six dolars affairs.
purchased
KAYSER SILK GLOVES
LI T THIS BE YOUR EASTER STORE
17,491 Catholic priests in the United to be held at Rochester, April 9 and
committee unanimously favored thi
gold an acre.
Mr.
Butler
States and 13,939 Catholic churches. 10. It was learned that
ARE BEST
At Ameya, Chinamdega, Chichigal-p- two bills.
THE SPRING ATMOSPHERE IS HERE
There are 14 archbishops, two titular wquld also be eleqted permanent
and Posotoltega small grouis gath14 Button, Double Tip
$1.50
archbishops, 97 bishops, two arch ab chairman.
ered at the stations, waved their hats
COMMITTEE FOR TAFT
can83
no
are
There
Short Silk Glove Double Tip 65c
A resolutoin declaring that
A GREAT SHOWINGbOF HATS, SUITS AND DRESSES.
bots, and 15 abbotts.
and shouted "Saluate Chammora!"
,
Washington, April 2.C. D. Hilles
seminaries with 6,006 students prepar didate for public office should be en- This Is the General Cammora who
Chamois Gloves That Wash
to the president, itoday is
secretary
WE'LL WELCOME YOU
ing for the priesthood; 229 colleges dorsed by the state committee was figured prominently In the revolution sued a statement declaring that a ma
50o to
for boys and 701 academtes for girls. unanimously adopted. Members of and is now a candidate for the presi- jority of the republican national com
There aje 5,119 parochial schools the committee heard that Mr. Barnes dency with a strong folowing among mlttee is
aligned with President Taft.
with an attendance of 1,333,786 pupils would be elected chairman of the the humbler classes.
THE STORE OF QUALITY"
OPPOSITE
LADIES'
and 289 orphanages with 47,ill orph- committee on resolutions at the state
The largest crowd was at Leon, he
DELAWARE'S
CONVENTION
ans. New York is the most Catholic convention. The state chairman Is ancient Spanish capital and the hotHOME
Castaoeda
atate In the Union with 2,778,076 and said to he devoting his attention to a bed of
Dover, Del., April 2. Thje demo
Ism. There was
JOURNAL
1,616,-95- 0
Pennsylvania is second with
platform which he hopes, it is said, no Cheering here. In the .front row cratlc state committee today issued a
HOTEL
Catholics. Colorado out of a mil- will be reflected in the drafting of a on the Station platform was Nonsalez, call for a state convention here on
PATTERNS
Cathrto
105,000
30
to
six
has
inhabitants
select
the
secreonly
April
delegates
lion
platform at the Chicago republican author of a leaflet warning the
convention.
olics.
tary that he might meet the fate that Raltimore convention.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
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DUNCANOPERA HOUSE
ONE NIGHT ONLY
Wednesday April 3

3

"The Squaw Mar

J9

Fascinating

tend-denc-

at

PRICES 501001.50

mamsa

One Week

SPRING OPENING
APRIL 1 to APRIL 6
You Are Invited to Come
Sunday April 7 is Easter Sunday

a

$1.25

bACHARAC
E. Las Vegas
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PERSONALS

Tbe Prescriptiooist

Prentice White, left this afternoon
fro Optimo.
Miss Alloa Meany will leave tonight
on train No. 2 for Austin, Minn.
Mi. Harry Wright will leave tonight for her home in Sharon, Penn.
Benito Baca, a merchant of Ribera.
was in Las Vegas today on business.
Dr. A. B. Northwood of Wagon
Mound was In Las Vegas today on
business.
Mrs. R. E. Allilredgc, was a visitor
in Las Vegas today from her home in
Springer.
J. M. Ireland left this afternoon on
i rain
No. 1 for Albuquerque on a
ihort business trip.
Charles Closson, sheriff of Santa
Fe county, was In Ias Vegas yester
day and today on business.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Ijucero were visit
ors in Las Vegas yesterday and today
from their home in Saivta Fe.
Rose Coleman of Chaperito came
Mr. Coleman will re
in yesterday.
side in Las Vegas permanently.
A. O. .Tahren, a merchant of Wagon
Mound, was in Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon and today on business.
Mrs. Maggie Range left last night
on train No. 7 for Douglas, Ariz., on
a visit with friends and relatives.
Colonel R. B. Twitchell, assistant
solicitor of the Santa Fe, was a visitor In Santa Fe yesterday and today.
A. H. Wood, a Santa Fe official with
the passenger departmnt, was in Las
today from his home in
Vega

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
inpreicription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phoue Mail.

r

THE LATEST IN
AND SUMMER

SPRING

DRESS

GOODS

SILK FOULARDS,

SILK

AND COTTON

CHEAPLY

if?

MADRAS,

PERCALES,

ONE CENT

PER

AVERAGES

DAY

Linhm-

FOR

AND

LAWNS,

Also Complete Line in
Goods, Silk and Net
Lace Waists From $2.01) up
Ready-To-We-

ar

Come in and Look at our New
Goods Whether you buy or not.
HOFFMAN

AND

GRAUBARTH

Phone Main 104.

I Cafe De

Luxe

f

...The Best...
,

$

I

SHORT ORDERS
and
REGULAR DINNERS

HEPNER & BARNES;

Props.

J

ENGLISH MINtRS ARE

PRUVINGJBSTINAIE
THEY WERE SLOW TO STRIKE;
NOW THEY ARE SLOW TO
RETURN TO WORK.

The English
first Instance
miners,
were less willing to strike for the
principle of a minimum wage than
their Welsh and Scottish comrades,
now, as far as the figures of the ballot tell, are still less willing to return to work. The Welshmen, who
were the backbone of the original
strike, are voting strongly in favor
of returning to the pits.
This change of opinion has upset
all calculations and although the public and the leaders of the miners still
are hopeful that the final result of
the voting will be in favor of calling
off the strike, the majority either
way promises to be a narrow one.
Returns thus far are of about 200,-- 000 votes.
The exact proportion for
and against is not Known. In some
cafes it is declared that the majorltj
in favor of resumption Is nearly 10,
00Q while in others a majority of 2r
50$ against returning to the pits Is
given. The official count will be made
tomorrow by the executive eommlfc
tee of the Miner's Federation and the
result will be, announced on Thursday
London,

2.
April
who in the

ARIZONIAN FOR PRESIDFNT
Chicago, April 2. Chairman Charlei
R. Jones of the 'prohibition national

committee,, has called a conference of
party leaders to meet at Atlantio City
N. J., May 13 to complete arrangements for the party convention which
will be held in Atlantic City In July.
hTe names of two prohibition party
candidates for president will go on ithe
presidential preference ballot in Illinois to be voted for at the primaries
April 9. They are Charles Scanlon of
Pittsburgh ar? Eugene W. Chafin of
Tucson, Arte.

Can-delari- a

I'hii

h.--

lar-'-e

HAS

your OPTICAL work is
done at home'you save time,
When

TWO STARS ON

annoyance and dissatisfaction.
We make a study of youi comfort.
If your glasses annoy you call on

THE STRING

if
So

CHIEF"

assort-

aC
ment
5c
Easfer Dyes, to color eggs.
6c
Easter Candy boxes
5c
Easter Post Cards
Easter Ducks, many to se10c
lect from
10c
Easter Candy boxes
10c
Easter Rabbits
10c
10 Easter Post Cards
A well selected line of Jar25c
dinieres
20c value Decorated Crepe
10c
Paper
25c value Pistol Watch
15c
Fobs
Japaned Let'er Boxes .... 25c

LOCKHART
WILL BE
WITH US ONCE MORE; SHIRLEY IS A NEW ONE.

TAUPERT

Two stars of the diamond, "Chief"
Lockhart, the
and I. A,
Shirley, of Manhattan, Kan., will un
doubtedly appear in the line-u-p of the
Las Vegas team this summer and
Manager Plowman has a number of
other crackerjack
ulayers on the
string. Lockhart, who Is at the pres
ent time in Whrttier. Cal.. has ex
pressed his willingness to sign a con
tract for 1912 and will be In La Vegas In about a month. Shirley, who is
said to be a star second sucker, is
size Toy Drums.... 15c
LUW
one of the finds Mr. Plowman made
on his recent trip to Kansas. ShirIjidles' High Grade Neck' 15c
wear
ley Is playini: with Manhattan in the
Silk Ties.. 15c
Men's
Kansas league, but wants to come to
ALL OF THESE ITEMS ARE
Vegas and get, into independent ball.
SPECIAL BARGAINS. IF INMr. Plowman albo has In line a
TERESTED DON'T DELAY,
who is with the Manhattan
AT THE
team. This nan Is a left hander and
is said to be one of the best Initial
Backers in the state.
Cent
However, finding good players is
of Mr. Plowman's worries
the le;
as h has communications from all
Cornel s of the weBt from players who
want eo don the uniform of the Maother tropical countries to try the roons for the season of 1912. But
and that thereby to pick the best of the lot will be no
same measures;
orall
the
tropics will be re- easy job. Since long before the
gradually
deemed and made a suitable habita- ganization of the club Mr. Plowman
has had players In line and he can
tion for the white man.
I therefore wish to say most em- take his pick from a long list. "BudNelson and "Polly" Barr, one of
phatically that considering the results dy"
last
year's batterieB, are anlxlous to
sub
and difficulties surrounding the
come back for this season and Tom-mhas
of
sanitation
Panama
the
ject,
Lochard, the twirler from Trini
not been costly. When the canal
has expressed a desire to join
dad,
bo
can
shall have been finished it
cost about the pitching staff pf the Maroons.
shown
that sanitation
of the Kansas State
1365,000 per year. For a population "Chic" Anderson,
of Denver,
R.
C.
Cunningham
league,
means
an
of 150,000 this
expenditure
nuof about one cent per day for each J. B Hogan of California, and
recommendawith
all
merous
others
individual, and this sum Is well withof standing
in the means of any tropical country. tions from baseball men
are among the number on the string.
Louis Smith, the "Injun", who signed
un with the Chicago "Cubs" and has
ALASKA DEMOCRATS
been released to the Louisville,
American Association team, says that
HAVE NO CHOICE provided he falls to make good with
the Colonels, he will return to Las
Vegjas. However, the probability of
SEND
UN INSTRUCTED
DELEGA bis failine to stick with Louisville
TIQN TO THE NATIONAL
seems small as from the papers of
CONVENTION.
that city he is delivering the goods.
."

Everyone is interested in the rapidly approaching' completion ot the Panama canal. Much haB been said about
the control of disease on the canal
zone. The leading article in the current number of The Journal of the
American Medical
Association on
"Sanitation at Panama, ' by Col. W.
C. Gorgas, chief sanitary officer of the
canal zone, is therefore especially interesting. After describing the topography of the canal. Colonel ; irga
says, In part:
The health conditions jtt Panama
when the United States took charge,
in 1904, were very bad.
For 4V1
been
considhad
isthmus
this
years
ered the most unhealthy spot in tho
world and the mortality records will
sustain this opinion. The official
pilot chart, in 1903, says:
The Panifma canal district is one
of the hottest, wettest and most feverish regions in existence. Intermittent and malignant fevers are prevalent, and there is an epidemic of yellow fever at times. The death rate
under normal conditions is large.
Rafael Romero, a prominent mer
From the best information which I
chant of Mora, was in Las Vegas Sun- can giet, and which 1 consider accu
day, going to Santa Fe on business rate. I believe the French lost 22,1 S9
yesterday.
laborers by death from 1S81 to 1889
Herbert W. Clark, secretary of the This would give a rate of something
republican state central commttttee, over 240 per thousand per year.
will leave this evening on train No. 9 think it due to the French to say that
for Santa Fe.
we had known no more of the cause
Harry A. Hlackwell, son of the late of these tropical diseases than they
A. M. Rlackwel, and formerly a resident of Las Vegas, came in last night
The great discoveries in tropical
on a
from his home in St.
medicine made during the time be
short business trip. Mr. Plackwell tween the
coming of the French to
was accompanied by Eugene Pettit.
the isthmus and the coining of ourS. H. Rohrcr, ono Of the stockhold
selves, however, namely that certain
ers of the Topeka Mica Mining comspecies of mosquitoes transmit both
pany of Topeka, Kan'., which owns
fever and malarial fevers, have
yellow
mica mines at Rivera, left this afterus to protect ourselves agains;
enabled
a
noon for Topeka after spending
these and other tropical diseases.
on
in
business.
Las
short time
Vegas
The French, with an average force
Mrs. A. H. Long, who has been in
not more than 10,200 men, lost in
of
wlt-Las Vegas for an extended visit
nine years 22,189 men; we, with an
E.
Mrs.
and
her parents-ln-law- ,
Judge
V. Ijong, left yesterday afternoon for average force of 33,000 men, in nearly
Rosa, where she will Join Mr. Long the same length of time have lost
The death rate
who has opened a store at that place. less than 4,000.
'W. M. Potties arrived- - yesterflay amoug. the French employees,-wafrom Trinidad and will assume something more than 240 per thou
charge of the Las Vegas branch of sand; our maximum rate in the early
the National Woolen mils, located at days was 40 per thousand; our rate
Ma
t!19 Douglas avenue. W. A. Douglas, at present Is 7. HO per thousand.
returned lana, trom a maximum of 821 per
who opened up the office,
yesterday to his headquarters in Trin thousand taken sick I.e., that out of
idad.
every thousand of our employes in
Henry Goldstein, formerly with the course of the year, we have 821
riacharaeh brothers, left this morning taken sick with malaria we have refor Mora where will open up a gen- duced at present to 187 per thousand.
eral merchandise store under tho Rut most important of all, yellow fevname, of the Mora Mercantile com- er has been entirely banished. We
pany. Mr. Goldstein was accompanied have not had a single case since May,
by Leo Eieholi who will assist him 1906, now a lapse of almost six years.
in the store.
Mrs. Goldstein and The general death rate has been re
hoildren will remain in Las Vegas duced from a maximum of 49.93 per
until the close of the school year.
thousand to a rate, for the year 1910,
Mrs. H. W. Goelitz, Mrs. W. J.
of 21.18 per thousand. Such a rate
and Mrs. F. L. Myers have re- compares favorably with that of many
turned from Roswell where they had parts of the United States.
been in attendance at the meeting of
One of the highest railroad officials
the New Mexico Federation of Wo- in the United States has recently statmen's clubs as representatives of the ed that the sanitary expenditure on
Sorosis society of this city. Mrs. the Isthmus would have been 3 per
Myers and Mrs. Pugaie returned yes- cent of the total cost when !he cana!
terday afternoon and Mrs. Goelitz had been finished; that no thought
came in this afternoon on train No. that the
results :ircomp-lishesanitary
10.
had been worth many times 'he
amount spnt, and that he believed
COURT WORKS RAPIDLY
that these same measures wou'.d, as
Albuquerque, N. M., April 2.
a matter of economy, be adopted in
The petit jury yesterday lived up to all future works of this kind. How
the gait it set for rapid convictions much more emphatic might he have
last week, when it found David
been if he had known that, instead of
guilty as charged, within 22 costing 5 per cent of the total
minutes after leaving the court room.
they had actually cost
Candelaria was alleged to have stolen less than 1 per cent of the total apa pair of horses, a buggy and a set
propriation for all purposes.
of harness from Primltivo Candelaria.
While the great work in tropical
His trial is the third since criminal
sanitation, of Laveran, Ross, Reed,
business was commenced at this term
Carter and many others, have
Finlay,
of court, and his conviction is also
enabled the sanitary department on
the third.
the isthmus to take a vital part in the
The case set for (today will be that,
work of building the canal, this is not
against Eduardo Baca, who is charg- the
greatest good that we hope, and
ed with assault with a deadly weapon.
will flow from this conspic
expect,
Manuel Gonzales, indicted by the
We hope that
uous object-lesson- .
weagrand Jury for drawing a deadly
will induce
at
Panama
success
our
pon, has been taken into custody and
inis now in jail. Hlpollto Gallegos,
dicted for assault with a deadly wea
pon, has given bond, and will be at
A Recipe for Molasses Cake
(By Mra. Sara Tyaon Rormr)
liberty until his case Is called.
Those who are fond of a moist, flav- Pablo Chavez, indicted for defacing
cake will find this recipe well worth
brands and larceny, has given bond ory
trying; this cake is a favorite with the
for his appearance at the proper time. children :
One cup New Orleans molasses, two
The sheriff's office Is continuing to cant
tablespoons Cottolene, melted, one
take into custody the men indicted by cup boiling- water, one teaspoon soda
one tableor
saleratus,
the grand Jury, and has now almost spoon finger. three cups flour,
In a
or
the
soda
saleratus
Dissolve
work.
this
completed
tablespoon of boiling water, and add it
to the molasses; then add the melted
Cottolene, boiling water, ginger and
flour.
Beat.ntil smooth and bake in a
THE EMPORIUM
moderate oven about thirty minutes.
to
condition
of
the
the
Note the use of Cottolene the perOwing
weather, we will continue our sale on fect shortening by this famous cooking
,
expert
bait
Mrs; A. Standish.
Fu-gat- e
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EACH INHABITANT.
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BATISTE
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Japanese Easter RaibUlts..
COST OF SANITATION

PLOWMAN

EASTER POST CARDS

.

TISSUES,

ZEPHYRGINGHAMS,
POPLINS,

EASIER NOVELTIES

HEALTHY PLACE

FIYI

2, 1912.
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MADE

PANAMA

APRIL

TUESDAY,

Manufacturing Optician.
606 DOUGLAS AVE.

See DR. HOUF

mrntm

Graduate Oculist
AND

Optician

I

Work is Guaranteed
My Pricesi?easonable.

My

first-basema-

OFFICE 506i GRAND AVENUE

STORE J

Valdez, Alaska, April 2 The Alaska democratic convention elected six
delegates yesterday to the national
convention at Baltimore, who will go
uninstructed and are not bound by
the unit rule. The delegation is
A. J. Daly as napledged to
tional committeeman from Alaska.
The convention completed its work-las- t
night with the selection of a ter
ritorial central committee.
The split in the party in Alaska
that resulted in the holding of a rump
lonventlon which nominated Marvin
Harris of Fairbanks for delegate to
congress in opposition to Robert W.
Jennings of Juneau, the nominee of
the regulars, was discussed at great
length in an "Address to the People
of Alaska" promulgated by the con
vention. The address refers to the
opposition as " a disorderly mob." It
calls upon the people of Alaska to
support the candidacy of Mr. Jen
nings,' who it says, is in entire accord
with the platform adopted by the reg
ular convention.
Clark in the Race
Boston, April IT. Papers placing tho
name of Champ Clark on the demo
cratic presidenitial primary list today
were filed, but. with no list of dele
gates, although George Fred Williams,
a Clark Bupponter, has nominated
himself as a candidate for one of the

delegates at large.
Senator La Follette's name was fil
ed In the republican column also with
out a list of delegates. Full lists for
delegates at large and for each con
gresslonal district were filed with
Taft's name, and Roosevelt leaders fil
ed papers for delegates at large and
or every district
Alabama For Undek-wooBirmingham, Ala., April 2. Delayed returns from yesterday's state
democratic primary election Indicate
that Congressman Richard P. Hobson
of the Sixth district nd Congressman William Richardson of the
Eighth were renominated. The con:
test for congressman at large is.
close between John W. Abercromme
and V. B. Atkins. In tne Second district Congressman Dent defeated W.
C. Wiley. The electors returned practically unanimous instructions to the
state convention delegates to support Congressman Underwood for the
presidential nomination.

er?.
Beware

J. Cheney

&

Co., Toledo,

O.,

con-itain-

Dr. GEORGE GILBERT

BANCROFT

PER A HOUSE..
April 11th.
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no mercury, and Is taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made in To-ledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Price 75c per
Sold by Druggists.
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const i nation.

H00D00S

OR RIDDLES OF THE MIND

It Will Make You Laugh and Think

1

- - - 25c & 50c
PRICE
CHILDREN H AL

ADMISSION

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

S100,000.00

J.

M. CUNNINOHAn,

SPRINGER.

,;

Hi

For rheumatism you will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Lini
ment. Try it and see how quicKiy
It gives relief. For sale by all dealof Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely de
range the whole system- - when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
Cartarrh Cure, manufactured' by F.

..

......

Piesldtnt

HOSKINS, Cashier.

iLAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

La,s Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposis
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SAID

HE

KNEW

PRESIDENT

typical "Of Vlrglnny" Ngro Wm
Talking to Mr. Taft, but Didn't

It

Know

tu

'

M
One daj rtowUr Mr. Taft
Shopping expedition in Washington.
At hla iid walked Ma. Archibald
Butt, hla military aid. A few pacea in
the rear www two eecret service
agents At Fourteenth and F streets
Stood an seed negro, typical of the
halevon dava of "01 Virtrinny." HU
hair was gray, and he leaned heavily
upon a gnarled, unfinished hickory
His head was bent by tbe
tick.
weight of years; In hla luaterless eyes
was a look of perplexity. Suddenly
bo beheld the approaching form of tbe
president and shambled forth from
the protecting wall of tbe Ebbitt

t

house.
" 'Souse me. sah," he said, touching
his battered hat politely, as he barred
the president's progress: "but kin yo'
pltme be so kind as to 'form me whar
am da White House?"
The president smiled; Major Butt
looked pussled; and the secret service

ten sprang forward.

Well, uncle." said Mr. Taft amitreas-sx- y
ably; "you walk one block to the
Just ahead of you; go two short
hlocks to your right, and then one
But wbat takes
block to your left
you to the White House?"
"Wba' to' am Ah gwlne to de White
House? Lor", Marse, Jus' fo' nothln'
teept to see the pres'dent."
Major
"Why, uncle," interrupted
Butt; "you are talking to the president at this minute."
the old
"Go 'long, chile!" sniffed
man. "Yo' all apses Ah don' know de
pres'dent. Ah guess. But ye kaln't fool
ol' Uncle Ned. Ah'a got a plctsher ob
de pres'denL an' he done wear glasses
an' a fedora hat Dls yere gemman
am de sec'tary ob war."
CLAMOR

FOR

MAINE

RELICS

Hundreds of Claimants Have Appeared for Articles Found In Wrack
of the Battleship.

WEAK

HEART

NOT

WANTED

HELPING

HAND

FOR

BOYS
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CALLED HIM.

Edwards' Good Story Scheme That Promises to Bs of Much
Big
Vslu About to Bs Launched
That Illustrate the 8uprms
In England.
Vslue of Unity.
BIN"

"Big Bill" Edwards, who bosses
street cleaning department, talked at tbe annual dinner of
the City Hall Reporters' association of
the need tor united effort among the
city officials.
"The men of every organisation
should learn how to get together."
said "Big Bill." "The only way we
can get anywhere In tbla world Is by
united effort. We ought to stop thinking of wbat we would individual v
like, and go to thinking of what wsj
can do If we do It altogether. And
men can't 'get together' unless they
pack a punch. A pessimist Is a dead
weight. I wouldn't have him on the
premises."
He told this little story of a bygone
football game to illustrate his point.
It was between Harvard and Princeton "Big Bill" was a star on the
line-u- p
and Princeton's
Princeton
team had not been playing any too
good ball that season. Whereas Harvard had been a sensation.
"We were on the way to the dressing room," said "Big BUI." "We hadn't
got Into our uniforms yet The best
man on our team walked with the
captain.
' Tm afraid wa're going to be beat
en,' said he. 'I've been thinking this
over, and I dont see where we have"
a cnance to beat Harvard.'
" Whafs thatr asked the captain.
"Tve been comparing the two
teams,' said this star player, 'and 1
don't think that we can possibly beat
Harvard.'
" "By thunder,' bellowed the captain,
striking tbe other man in tbe face,
'you needn't put your uniform on.
I'll have no such man as you on a
team I run. Go back to the stands.
I don't let you in the dressing room.'
"And," finished "Big Bill," "Princeton won."
Now York's

WOULD BE GERMAN TO HIM

maker.
Friday will be an off night, and will
be given up to concerts and lectures,
there
while on alternate Saturdays
will be route marches on shore.
It
Is proposed to form the boys into a
orps to be known as the "imperial
marine artificers," and the first year
It is intended to limit the number to
300 noncommissioned officers and artificer apprentices, although It is possible that provision may be found for
100 more boys.
It Is estimated that the annual cost
of the corps, Including wsges, maintenance of the ship and ail other exAlready
penditure, will be $7,000.
half the money required for the Initial
Dutlay has been privately promised,
and an appeal has been made to the
jltlzens of London to provide the bal-ncIt Is hoped that the government
will assist the scheme to the extent
3f supplying a ship.

e.

WORK FOR

THE OPTIC

THE

WANT!

HUMANITY

for Beneficence In Indianapolis Have Established a
Splendid Record.

Agencies

It Is truly the altruistic age. Few,
Indeed, are the men and women in
any community who do nothing for

LOBBY

BEST GOODS

AND

SOCIEf,
CHAPMAN

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

NO. a, A. F.

UUCME

jfS

munteatlon first and
third Thursday In mmk
month. Visiting broth- cordial ly invited
. R. Murray,
Herman. W. M-- ;

RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

N. O.
Secretary-

1

..NO. 804. Meets second and fosxtt
Thursday in O. R, C. hall. Plop
building Visiting members are cer
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.,
E. P. Meckel, F. S.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In bue forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of tbe World
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
hall, on tbe aeooud and fourth FriKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Regday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
ular conclave second TuesConsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
day In each month at Ma
Ing neighbors are especially w
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m.
come and cordially Invited
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tanxme, Re

CD.

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers cordially Invited to attend. A. M.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.

F. O. E.

am.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. a, ROYAL
convoca- ARCH MABONS-Regul- ar

WANTED TO KNOW.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL

-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy leaa apace than two
Her Father But can you support
lines. All
advertisements
charged
my daughter?
Her Suitor I have expectations, will be booked at apace actually set.
without regard to number of words.
sir.
Her Father See here, young man, Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
I am not
nearly as rich as people say
Five

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS!

M

COLUMN

CAh

RESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND RESt'LAR DINNERS

Workshops

will be fitted up on bosrd, and the
boys will be taught such useful trades
is carpenter, wheelwright, coach build-or- .
blacksmith, saddler and harness

DOING

I9f2.

THE

Before long there will be established on the Thames, at London, off Temple river, If the government Is sympathetic, s training ship In which boys
In "blind alley'' work errand boys,
messengers, Junior clerks, etc. will
lesrn the rudiments of some skilled
trade. Lord Northampton's scheme Is
novel and attractive.
The ship when It has been procuredwill be fitted with reading

rooms and gymnasium.

2,

WjSSB

t)f
Vril

tlon first Monday in each
month at Masonic Tenv
Pie,

at

7:30 p. m.

M. R.

Williams. H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

DENTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S Meets first and third Fridays In Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple Mrs, T. B. Bowen,
O.
James
Rutledge
Worthy Matron;
ATTORNEYS
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
WANTED First
class seamstress.
Secretary. Phone Main 32$, 120
Inquire 902 Third street
HUNKER A HUNKER
Grand avenue
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester a. Hunks
WANTED Young
woman who has
at Law.
Attorneys
NO.
1,
experience In bookkeeping. Send EL DORADO LODGE
New Mexiu
Las Vegas,
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
correspondence care Box 548 Las
every Monday eve
VegaB, N. M.
OPTIC'S

NUMBER,

MAIN

2.

phti

Wanted

WANTED

in private family,
within walking distance of 900
block on Fourth street
Board

ning in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially

:physicians

H. W.

M. D.

D.

O.,
HOUF,
either
than
sthers
themselves,
and
Chas.
E.
LiebsohPhysician
Surgeon
service or through
Willie (aged seven)
Say, pop, did
Wordless the Play Might Be, bul through Individual
I treat all kinds of diseases, but
nler. Chancellor
In Indianapolis the a man ever
organization.
shoot the Niagara rapids T
Bond of Sentiment Could Not
a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
make
are
Commander.
beneficence
for
perhaps
Harry
agencies
Be Ignored.
Pop Y s.
and the fitting of glasses.
no more numerous than elsewhere,
throat,
of
Martin,
Keeper
Willie Well, if he bad only gotten
of them as to
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residents
Records
and
Seal.
be
In what language is a wordless play but there are so many
would
bare
half
way
through
that wherever a need of service
FOR RENT Best potato ranch in
Vegas 842.
given? When It Is presented by a prove
been half shot?
Is discovered volunteers quickly arise
be
Office: 506)4 Grand Avenue,
will
the
gtv
German company,
play
Ideal
resort.
Good
health
county.
en In German? Winthrop Ames, who ready to render It
705 Sixth Street
tsldence:
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
S.
L.
and
fishing
hunting.
Barker,
There, for example, Is the Christ
IN THE COUNTRY.
brought over Professor Max
102 Meets every Monday night at
N. M.
and
Beulah,
unpretensmall
a
Child
society,
wordless play, "Sumurun,"
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
or so
LOCAL TIME CARD
from the Deutsches theater, Berlin, tious body formed but a year
8
o'clock.
a
hapof
for
the
Visiting members are
bringing
purpose
ago
FOR
RENT
"SumDesirable front bedroom
was under the Impression that
as
cordially welcome E. E. Gehrlng,
urun" would not be given In any lan py Christmas to as many children
with all modern conveniences,
EAST BOUND
would otherwise be
J. T. Bonier, secretary;
president;
guage, as the descriptive phrase ex- possible who
housekeeping privileges If desired
member
each
on
that
without
Arrive
day,
Joy
Bepa.
C.
used.
treasurer.
H.
no
are
states
words
that
Bally,
pressly
Call 1022 Fourth street
. 9:16 p. n
No. 2
9:10 p. m..
Ail announcements made concerning pledging herself to provide for one
.11:10 p. m
No. 4
the production In New York said hild. To become Interested In chil
11:05 p m...
E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 546,
li
FOR RENT Two room
purposes.
furnished
it was a wordless play, dren for one cause is to find more
8
1:25 a. m
m..
a.
No.
1:15
ro obtain any of these articles for-- i plainly that
I.
B.
B
O. of
Meets every first
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
Mr. Ames told a prominent than one reason for continuing that
when
yet
2:10
m..
No.
1:46
p. at
a
to
10....
p.
application must be made
Presently the society under
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
artist, a native born German, about Interest
for
babies
for
ally appointed board at the navy the
took
to
supply layettes
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms.
play and invited him to attend a
ii
rtment, and only associations and
whose coming no preparation had
WEST BOUND
he said:
1108 Douglas avenue.
o'clock p. m Visiting brothers are
ons within the purview of the act performance,
case
H
In
this
been
. .1:20 p. m
1
working
1:46 p.
No.
made,
to
1...
see
shall
be
"I
It
delighted
Isaac Appel,
cordilHy Invited
v
be recognised as proper appli6:15 p.
. .6:10 a. m
have read a great deal about it in the through the Children's Aid assocla
No.
3...
Presihent; Charles Greenclay, See
FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
cants.
Berlin and London papers. It will be tlon so that no duplication would be
4:50 p.
No. 7... ...4:40 p. m
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
rotary.
to me, being in Ger- made. The Importance of pure milk
enjoyable
doubly
7:00
m
No.
.6:36
p. tt
p.
9...
summer
Quaint Oath.
last
and
Fourth street
man I won't have to be thinking of appealed to it next,
In the Isle of Man many curious and
of
the
one
for
It
became
responsible
words
the English
and their meanings
O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO
quaint customs still survive, especially all the
free milk stations. The needs of the
You will look, a good while before
time."
1. Meets every Monday evening at
FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeepIn connection with the machinery of
its
came
to,
attention,
Italian
you find a better medicine for coughs
colony
are
In
no
"But
used
words
whole
the
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.
the law. The oath administered to
of the Norplay," said Mr. Ames. "Haven't I Just and with the
the high court Judges is a good Illus- been
a
free
established
ing brethren cordially invited to at- Remedy. It not only gives relief
has
mal
it
college
It
is
wordless
a
telling you
tration. It runs:
little foreign
for
there
tend.
J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; it cures. Try it when you have a
kindergarten
play?"
or cold, and you are certain
By this book (a Bible) and the conInAmericans.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood, cough
"A play without words!" said the youngsters coming
to be pleased with the prompt cure
tents thereof, and by the wonderful German
Star.
thlB
dianapolis
week?"
"Sell
are
many
"But
bullfrogs
artist.
the
Karl
players
Warts, Treasurer; which it will effect. For sale by all
Secretary;
works that God hath miraculously
FOR SALE Good genne mare, suit
all Germans!"
"Twice as many as usual."
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
dealers.
wrought In the heaven above and the
"Bull frog business is on the Jump,
able for farm work. Four years
earth beneath in six days and six
Moving Successward.
"My little son had a very severe
old; weight 1,100. V.'m. Prager, B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
Joseph M. Gates was talking at the ain't it?"
nights, I do swear, that I will, withNew System of Towing.
to try
cold.
I was recommended
the
about
York
New
supertheater
out respect of favor or friendship, loss
Montezuma,
Hot
hotel,
Tests of a new towing system In
fourth Tuasday evening of ee
Springs.
and
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
r gain, consanguinity or affinity, envy vented by a German government en fluity of show girls In Manhattan.
O. R. C. hall.
SAVE A TRIP.
before a small bottle was finished he
month
at
Visits
WOULD
a
or malice, execute the laws of this gineer, Herr Koss, have been recent
"has
"Every opening," he said,
was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
SALE Thoroughbred
t'OR
Rose
brothers are cordially Invited. Of
Isle justly between party and party as iy made on the Hiltrup section (1
dozen show girls clamoring to fill it.
Silks, 29 Dowling Street, Sydney,
Comb
Brown
and
Rose
D
H.
Leghorn
Hunker, Exalted Ruler:
Indifferently as the herring backbone miles in length) of the Dortmund Ems I got thirty or forty girls positions in
Australia. This remedy is for sale
Comb Rhode Island Red setting
doth lie In the midst of the fish. So canal. An elastic rail la laid at the department stores last week. The
Condon, Secretary.
by all dealers.
this
contents
of
the
God
me
and
16.
for
$1.50
to
tbe
of
eggs,
show girls is due
ttelp
Telephone Vegas
bottom of the canal, and the tugboat surplusage
book.
208.
at Its bottom four rollers fact that so many artists' models have
carries
Is
not
this
It will be observed that
which claap the rail. These rollers turned to theatricals this winter.
n erely an oath, but a declaration of
"The models say there is no work
are
from the boat which is
FOR SALE Five head work horses
Christian faith, and a reference to thus operated
for
them. Art is in a bad way. The
A
of
economy
large
propelled.
1 yearling colt
H. W. Bradrick,
r, h; t was at one time the great Induspower Is claimed for this method. The rich collectors buy nothing hut old
general delivery.
try of the Isle herring fishing. The experimental tug is worked by elec masters from abroad."
c;rf'' n Bag.
Mr. Gates smiled.
tricity, the energy being obtained
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
"But it would be nearer the truth,"
through a cable from an auxiliary
Mow Sherman Maintains Order.
boat equipped with a dynamo. This, he went on, "to say that lots of artists
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
to
desires
Vice President Sherman
are failures. Even the successes, you
a
ar
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
is
only
provisional
however,
frexoain'ain order In the senate, and
rangement, and in ordinary working know, are only half a quarter sucens, Humboldt, Kan.
In
down
the
gencalls
body
quently
a trolley wire would be Installed cesses like the young surgeon.
eral terms without singling out any
"'How is your surgeon son doing?'
alongside the canal. Electrical opera
that
man.
often
It
happens
particular
one old man said to the other.
can
be
tlon
by
replaced
obviously
when a liry and prosy speaker has the
'"Oh, fine!' was the reply. 'Fine!
crude oil motors, etc., each barge bePHONE MAIN 227
floor a group of senators will begin
He performed his eleventh appendiof
set
a
rollers
fitted
with
acting
ing
a
deal
make
and
stories
great
LOST Hitching
telling
citis operation last week and the pastrap. Return to
on the rail. London Times.
of confusion with their laughter. On
tient lived three hours"" Cincinnati
or Judge Long's office. ReOptic
was
to
a
one occasion
group
listening
"Do you suppose I could see a teleCommercial Tribune.
ward.
Senator Taylor of Tennessee, and the
Sola Topi.
gram sent In 1885?"
mirth was rather uproarious. They
the
at
An English correspondent
"Why don't you wait a few years
Should Be Worth Reading.
paid no attention to the gavel of the durbar made mention In a recent letuntil the boy delivers It?"
longer
of
to
frowns
nor
the
In Madison square she sat down
vice president,
ter of a "solar" helmet. A Manchesthe speaker.
ter Guardian contributor points out for a moment It was the noon hour
A HOT ONE.
Finally Sherman sent a note to the that the word has no connection what and the benches were full of prisoners
LADIES
Big pay copying addresses
group which read, "If that fellow who ever with the sun. "Sola" Is the Hin- released from office and shop. Oppo
6c stamps
at
home,
particulars
with
Is
a
horrible
male
sat
a
site her
creature,
is making speech Interfering
du and Bengali name for the tall leguHoricon
Chicago.
will
I
Agency,
call
Bob
one of
Taylor's stories,
minous swamp plant known to bot- all beak and double chin, alternately
bim to order.'
anists as Aeschcynoment aspera, the whispering and toothlly leering into
stems of which furnish the pith, oth- the face of the ravishing little type
STOCKMEN MEET AT SHERIDAN
Still, Better Avoid It.
erwise spongewood, which is made up writer seated beside him.
of
Sheridan, Wyo., April 2 The forthe
is
the
expression
The pretty thing was all knowing
Profanity
into the helmets worn by Europeans
tieth annual gathering of the Wyomvocal underacore; the thunder rumble in the tropics. Hence "sola topi" Is smiles and tricks and feminine wiles.
of the man at bay; the de profundls of not to be translated verbally as "sun Finally, tossing her head, she aning Stock Growers' association opensupreme crisis; the falsetto high pitch bonnet," although the confusion Is nat- nounced :
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
ed here today with a record breaking
of ecstasy; the double bass of exhaust ural enough, considering how precise
"Well, some day I'm going to write
attendance of members representing
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
of
the
wrath;
Involuntary Is the translation In fact
of the vials
a book, and I'm going to call it, 'As I
practically all stock raising portions
discord of shock and surprise; the
Have Fqpnd It! As I Have Seen It!"
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someof the state.
dulcet heart string solo of philosopher
"Life as found and seen by a New
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
Cold Dormitories.
cry of the
York typewriter girl ought to make
sit b the fire; the goresharp-pointedo
"And
what
barefoot encountering
you hear from yonr very entertaining
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
reading indeed,"
Don't be surprised if you have an
bard ware in the halls of night; the daughter, Mrs. Green?" asked the vis- murmured the woman to herself as
of rheumatism
this spring.
attack
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
medium of malediction against stalled itor solicitously. "Is she well and en- she pensively turned homeward.
Just rub the affected parte freely
motor cars, umpires without the prop- joying college life?"
Liniment
Chamberlain's
It
and
with
New York Press.
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
"She is quite well," responded Mrs.
will soon
er degree of blaa for the home team
disappear. Sold by all
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
and nocturnal feline symphony con- Green, "but the poor child says it has
dealers.
murof
Him.
manifestation
Now
8he Cuts
been so dreadfully cold all winter.
sort, and musical instruments.
certs, and the
He So you lost that handsome litder's sudden metamorphosis Into rhet- The dormitories at her college must
If you want to get the want you
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
oric, of mayhem's conversion into mu- be perfect Ice houses, I should think. tle dog you had?
Katharine I would rather be beauti want to get, you want to get your
I
of
railroad
a
accident.
She
in
assault
and
and
Yes,
me
do
battery's
Marian
writes
ttering
you know,
Why,
ful than wise.
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
want In a want getter. The Optic
subsistence into picturesque adjec- that during the last cold spell the was saved, but the dog was killed.
Kidder You've played In hard luck wants you to get the want you want
best markets!
He What a pity! Boston
tives. Puck.
bottles actually froze In the
all around.
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
beds!"

have
appeared tor the relics from the wreck
of the battleship Maine which were
brought to Washington navy yard on
board the collier Leontdas. Under the
terms of the law, distribution of the
relics is to be made among municipalities, patriotic societies, survivors of
the Mains and the relatives of tbe victims of the disaster.
The articles comprise a strange and
incongruous collection, ranging from a
few
guns down to brass buttons and crockery. There are plenty
of air porta, rubber mats, bits of
(Midwork, tools even a sewing ma- Some six-- h
p.e and a boat anchor.
shells are destined tor monumen-- t
Already about 250 claimants
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THE OPTIC D0E5 JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

X

STATIONERY?

X

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. Jf Jr

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can Al
ways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.
3 3

3
3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM 2.

l'
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VOTE IS CAST

HEAVY

LOCAL NEWS
dram, of Old Taylor bouroon
Try
ai the i) peru Bar.

And You Will Buy Them
FOR A GREAT
WE SAVE YOU FROM 10 TO

DEAL LESS
20 PER CENT

OR MORE

On Nearly Everything you need for the Table

You Are in Doubt,
Call and we can Easily Convince you.

IKE DAVIS
The Cash Grocer

J
JACK SPRATT
Would Eat no Food

HIS WIFE
Would Eat no More

Understood

Until it was THOROLY

That it Came From Our Grocery Store

THE HABITI
Try Our Comb Honey
J. H. STEARNS

FORM

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

We Are The

Distributers of

VvfeAre

LIMBERTS

Las Vegas

HOLLAND-DUTC- H

ARTS C CRAFTS
IMiW
I lIII

II
I

Agents
OF THE FAMOUS

TO
POINT
OF D. T.
A8 MAYOR.

HOS-KIN-

WffllCt

LIMBER. LINE

THE COUP
8

place.

Wth a heavy vote being cast in all
Meals 25 cents. Open day and night
of the wards Indications pointed late
Short order cafe.
this afternoon to the election of Dan
The Ladles' Aid society of tat iel T. Hoskins and the entire repub
Christian church will meet Thursday lican city ticket. The total vote at
afternoon at the home of Mrs. W. R. 3 o'clock this afternoon was 547, divided among the various wards as
Guggen, 906 Third street.
follows:
First ward 103; Second
T. E. Sine has entered the employ ward 122; Third ward 188; Fourth
of the Santa Fe as stenographer to ward 134. The total registered vot
G. Lewis, ohief clerk to Superintend is 892. Many voters neglected to regent F. L. Myers. Mr. Sine came In ister and were obliged to be sworn in,
from Kansas Monday.
so that the percentage of ballots cast
to the number of voters registered
Dr. George Gilbert Bancroft will before the polls
opened Is not so
speak at the Duncan opera house on large as is indicated by the vote.
April 11. The "Temple of Fame,'
There was considerable scratching
die Las Vegas Hospital benefit en of both tickets in some wards. This
tainment will be given on April 12.
is due to the strenuous campaign
Duncan and Brown.
waged by Charles Tamme and J. B.
for the office of city clerk.
The ladies of the hospital board an- Floyd
was also considerable rivalry
There
nounce that the presentation of "The
the supporteers of B. J.
between
Temple of Fame" will occur at the
McWenie and H. C. Smith for city
Duncan opera house n ithe evening
balof April 12, regardless of the an- treasurer. Most of the scratched
were
of
vest
lots
the
variety.
pocket
nouncement of conflicting
There was little scratching of the
head of either tlckeL Workers at the
The board of regents of the New polls, assert that straight republican
Mexico Normal University met this ballots were largWy in demand and
reafternoon at 4 o'clock. The meeting predict the ejection of the entire
election
the
tickeL
Though
was for Ithe eleotlon of teachers, and publican
to consider the ways and means of was hotly contested the rivalry was
obthis good natured. Practically every
conducting the summer school
use
in
was
vehicle
by
tainable
put
year. This meeting was of the old
board as the appointment of the new the supporters of the various candimembers has not been confirmed by dates and an effort was made to
the senate. Secretary of State Anto- get out a full vote. There were no
nio Lucero came in last night from disturbances at the polls or about
town and the election passed peaceSanta Fe to attend the meeting.
ably.
J. W. Hanson, janitor of the Normal
On the West side a heavy yote was
cast.
his
has
The democrats and progressives
University,
resigned
position.
Mr. Hanson will remain
with
the made a determined effort to poll a
school until his successor can be ob- heavy vote.
They employed large
tained. Mr. Hanson has been janitor numbers of automobiles and buggies
for the Normal since the school was for this purpose. The West side, howfounded. He has witnessed the com- ever, is largely republican and the
ing of many school generations and election of Lorenzo Delgado and the
has been personally in touch with entire republican ticket is practically
many of ithe leading educators of the conceded.
southwest, numbers of whom have
On both sides of the river the
been connected with the Normal facwere closed in accordance with
ulty. Mr. Hanson has a large number the election laws. The closing of the
of friends among the alumni of the saloons was
accompanied by the apschool.
pearance of the first Bock Beer signs
an aggraThe Chicago Limited passed through of the year which created
lid was clampthe
But
thirst.
vating
Las Vegas last night In two sections.
The travel eastward is now unusually ed down tight.
beavy and it is necesary to run the
"The Temple of Fame," Duncan
limited in two sections three tirr
house, April 12.
opera
a week. For several days past deadhead, equipment running as second
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
section of No. 7 has passed through
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
Las Vegas 'bound for the coast. The
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
service of the eastbound Santa Fe de
luxe will continue until May. For sevH. N. Nonthrup, clerk in the Boston
eral weeks past this train has had
house, was reported to be ill
Clothing
a full pasenger list and this condiwas unable to be at the
tion will continue until the end of the today and
store.
flow of eastern tourists homeward.
s

CUSMON

Mission Furniture.

MARINE
RACrfe AND
BOOXCASLjlN

The Quality h Remembered
Long After the
Price is Forgotten.

ALfW
OF

SIZES AT

KA50NABII
PRICE

J.

C.

Jobnsen ft Son

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS.

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point
you will do well to send your
family washing to us. Consider these reasons:
First. We launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary surroundings.
Second. We lasnder them
by a process that is scientifi"
cally perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes.
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affe it.
Fifth. It costs you little

morel
Try us.

The funeral of Frank Schmidt
will oceur tomorrow afternoon at 3
o'clock from the Church of Immaculate Conception.
Interment will be
in Mount Calvary cemetery.
Mr. and
Mrs. William
B. Mc- Grath of Clovis, are the parents of a
baby son born this morning at tht
home of Mrs. McGrath's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Brefeld. The little
one weighs nine pounds.
I desire to announce to the people
of Las Vegas and vicinity that I have
engaged in the fire insurance business. Business entrusted to me will
have prompt attention. I will also handle rentals and real estate. A liberal
patronage will be appreciated. Office
at present will be with the Mills
Ab-jtra-

West Bridge street, Las
Vegas, N. M. Telephone 379.
H. S. VAN PBTTEN.
Co.,

ExperimenMhe result of Forty

Years of Study! ana Experience is
embodied

in Chase

&

Sanborn's

Seal Brand Coffee yon can get it only

at THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

hatching. U. R. Fishe!
strain white Plymouth Rocks and
Thompson strain barred rooks $1.00
for 15. Barnes, 1018 Twelfth street

Easter Lilies
Dallas
Tulips

Narcissus
Hyacinths
Cyclamen

.'

"

Vlll.

1015

A stenographer.
Sixth streeL city.

Apply

RE-

Wagon Mound, N. M., April 2 Exe
cuting a clever coup by inducing large
numbers of women to appear alt the
polls and cast their votes a few mo
ments before closing time, the supporters of Edgar W. Howe, independent republican candidate for school
director, accomplished his election
over Miguel Garcia, regular repub
lican nominee. This is the first instance in which New Mexico women
have availed themselves of the right
of suffrage at school elections, which
was granted them by the new constitution, which became effective with
the signing of the statehood procla
mation.
The election had been exceedingly
close up to the time of the appearance
of the women.
It looked as (though
the odds favored Garcia At the first
appearance of the fair dames, each
carrying a Howe balot, the judges
refused to accept the tickets. A copy
of the constitution was produced and
the Judges were shown that the pre
ceding was legal, whereupon they
allowed the votes to be cast and
counted.
The regular republicans, seing
snached from them, hurriedly
summoned all the women they knew
to be in sympathy with their ticket
and brought them to the polls. Before their arrival, however, the legal
hour for closing arrived and they
were not allowed to vote. It is predicted by the regular republicans that
at the next school election they will
summon to the support of their nom
inee the votes of from 1,000 to 1,200

Our New Spring
ing

Cloth-

has arrived.

If you wish to know
t h e seasons approved
ideas in style, fabric and
color See the finest examples of American tailoring as evidenced in
to
serviceable,
wear garments Come in
and see our new Spring
Models. We price them
from $12 to $25 and
every Suit is backed by
us as well as by the maThe label
nufacturers.
of Hart Schaffuer & Marx
is sufficient in itself to

ready
--

guarantee
Copyright Hart Stbaffaer ft Man

WE INVITE

on Between
the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.

THE

women.
In school district No. 32, the locality In which much bitterness was en-

gendered hy the attempt to remove
the school house to another site, W.
F. Rowell, a director who favored
the proposed removal, was defeated
yesterday by a vote of 16 to 19.
During the time Joe Elledge, cashier at the Santa Fe freight office, Is
away on a trip to California, Morton
Howell,
regularly employed as bill
clerk, will act in this capacity. This
change makes it necessary to shift
H. W. Bradrick, seal clerk, to the position of hill clerk. Roy B. Cunningham has been employed as seal clerk.
"THE SQUAW MAN"
In "The Squaw Man," which comes
to the Duncan opera house, April ?
Edwin Milton Roylc? has ty 'Hen a
drama in which there is much stirring
incident, and has mingled tlie rasic
and lighter shades of life In tht right
The play tells a story
propoi'Uons.
that is full of throbbing inter. st that
often becomes intense. Its glimpse
of English life in the upper circles
Is followed by a picture of ranch; life
In the west that is breejy and natur
al. Its action is spirited, without being overdrawn, and generally its lines
are meaty, and nowherL does it become "talky" or tamo.
.Much of its
incidents are new, and i:: theme and
tieatment it is far aboe tany of the
Inner day successes, so far as mobility is concerned. Thi 'ealing role
of "The Squaw Man" is admirably
suited to Mr. Dill, and there Is every
indication of the part being one of his
greatest successes. Clarence Bennett
and Company, the managers of the
enterprise, have given Mr. Dill an exceptionally strong, supporting

YOU TO CALL

M. GREENBERGER

Big Fight is

our Electric Advertising

Get

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Jefferson Reynolds President
HaPett Reynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H.Erle Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and' UndividrdI Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

Try a Glass
of

SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. W. C OHO ON

JAM
(PURE FRUIT

AND SUGAR)

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

Full Line of

Begonias

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

30c Per Jar

Spinous

BAIN

WEBER

Used to Make.

Roses
Carnations
Sweet Peas
Daisies

PERRY ONION & SON

rrn;

,

Suit tor Easter?

MOTHER

VEHICLE

HARNESS

IMPLEMENTS

SADDLES
SEEDS

BOUCHERS

PRIMROSES
507 Siilb Slrrtt

uo iou

!

tir
nam a

Just Like

Your Easter Order Should
be Given now For

CO. STORE.

Ftesh Seeds All Kinds Just In

WANTED

ON THE PART OF
REPUBLICANS
SULTS IN VICTORY

17

TV

FERNDELL

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
EGGS for

No

CARRY WAGON

MOUND ELECTION

QUALITY

The Very Best in

YiRIETY

INDICATIONS
ELECTION

White Kitchen. Get your dinner at

the White Kitchen. The clean

WOMEN

IN CITY ELECTION

START THE MONTH RIGHT
Buy Your Groceries For Cash

APRIL 2, 1912.

fbcht

Vegas 121

THE PLAZA

X

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

